LActation Room
by Babsi Loisch

PALMS PARK
Oct 6 - November 3, 2019

Oct 6: Nip & Draw: Feeding Portraits in the Park
Oct 13: The Architecture of Nourishment - Panel
Oct 20: The Lactation Club (TLC): Breastfeeding Support Group
Oct 27: Breast/Milk: A Discussion of Support, Access, and Class
Nov 3: Feed-In: A Gathering

Oct 6, 13, 20 and 27 include the Making of a Giant Burp Cloth

Invitation to Participate: Come to the Park to drop off feeding related textiles (burp cloths, nursing pads, bibs, nursing tops, etc.) during or after the events. The artist will sew a Giant Burp Cloth as a symbol of the many parts coming together to make a feeding system work.